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 1. Vasco Translator

Vasco Translator recognizes voice and translates full sentences 
into supported foreign languages. The translator pronounces the  
translated text out loud. For the full list of supported languages  
consult the manufacturer’s website. Vasco Translator needs a WiFi or 
a GSM network in order to translate. 

1.1 Choosing the source and target languages

Tap the flag to see the list of available 
languages. Swipe up or down to find the 
language you need. Tap the name of the 
language to activate it. 

You can quickly switch between the  
languages by tapping the flag. You 
don’t need to enter the text again if you 
want to see the translation in different  
languages. The current text will be translated  
automatically right after changing the 
language.
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1.2 Voice recognition

The icon  serves to enter 
text using the voice recognition  
function.  In order to enter any spoken text, 
tap the key and, after hearing the beep, 
say what you want to translate in a clear,  
monotonous voice, from a distance of  
a foot (half a meter). 

When you finish, the translation is done 
automatically and lasts about 2 seconds. 

The icon  means that the voice rec-
ognition is not available for the chosen 
language. Please enter the text using the 
keyboard.

WARNING! The quality of voice recognition may worsen in a loud 
environment.

1.3 Typing

Use the text boxes to type text. Tap the top or bottom text box 
to display the touch keyboard and enter a word or a sentence for  
translation. Confirm the typed text with “Done” to start the 
translation. 

You can change the keyboard language by holding “space”. In order 
to use diacritics, tap and hold the letter and choose the wanted sign.
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It is possible to enlarge the text box. To do so, tap the  icon.  
To close the enlargement window tap “back”.

You can enter text using the hardware keyboard if available. Please 
see chapter 1.6.7 or Vasco Keyboard user manual.

1.4 Pronunciation

The pronunciation starts automatically unless you turn it off in the 
application settings or it is not available for the selected language.

Tap  to listen the translation again.

The icon  means that pronunciation is not available for the 
selected language. 

1.5 Clean

The button  serves to delete all the entered text.

In order to delete single letters or words use the backspace on the 
keyboard.

1.6 Menu

Tap the icon  or swipe the screen from left to right to display the 
menu of Vasco Translator.

1.6.1 Translator

Tap « Translator » to see the Vasco Translator main screen.
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1.6.2 Photo Translator

Photo Translator allows you to recognize text from images and convert it 
into an editable version. Then, the text can be then translated into a cho-
sen language. Tap the  icon or swipe the screen from left to right to 
display the menu of Vasco Translator and select Photo Translator. 

Tap  “Gallery” to select  the text stored in device’s 
memory or tap “Camera” to take a new photo.

Point the camera at the subject. 

All the text should be visible on the screen.

After the camera focuses automatically, touch 
the shutter icon.

Tap “Recognize text” and wait a few seconds.
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You can edit recognized text by tapping it.

Tap “Translate” to start translation.

Tap the language name in a new pop-up win-
dow to select the language and tap “Translate”. 

The text will be translated to the selected lan-
guage by Vasco Translator. 

The translator will also pronounce the translated 
text out loud automatically.

If you decide to choose the photo from the gallery, repeat the steps.  
Tap  and go to “Settings”  to select the recognition accuracy.
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1.6.3 History

To see or clear translation history, open the application menu and 
tap « History ».

Tap the sentence to display it on the main 
screen. 

To delete a single translation or clear all 
history, tap  , check the box  next 
to the translation or "select all", tap  
and confirm.  

To search, tap  .

To enlarge the chosen translation, tap the 
magnifying glass icon.

To share the translation, select it, tap  
and choose an application from the list. 

1.6.4 Counters

The translation counters allow you to  
control the number of translations carried 
out over WiFi and GSM. 

To reset selected counter, tap  and  
confirm by clicking « Reset counters ».
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1.6.5 Phrasebook

This is a set of the most useful phrases in travel. 
Tap the flag icons to set the language pair. You will see the list of 
available languages. 

• Choose the source language

• Choose the target language

Tap « search » to see the keyboard. Start typing. You will see the list 
of available phrases containing letters/words you’re typing. If you 
don’t see anything, it means that there is no translation available in 
the phrasebook.

Tap  to delete text.

Choose the phrase that interests you and tap the line with it. You 
will see its translation.

Tap  to listen to the translated phrase.

1.6.6 Conversation

The “Conversation” allows you to hold a conversation in a foreign 
language.
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Tap the flags to set the language pair. 

Tap « START » to begin the conversation.
You will see the  icon on the bottom 
of the screen. 

Tap the selected flag and say what you 
want. At this time, you will see the  
icon instead of the flag icon. 

The translation should take about two  
seconds. You will see both the recognized 
and translated text on the screen.

The pronunciation starts automatically and 
the icon  turns into  .

Tap the selected flag again to continue the 
conversation.

To enlarge the chosen translation, just tap 
the magnifying glass icon.

To listen to the last sentence, tap  icon 
again or the line with the text.
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After tapping the « Back » button, the  
translation will be saved automatically with 
a default name - conversation language and 
date.

To rename or delete a saved conversation, 
tap and hold it until the settings window 
shows up on the screen. 

1.6.7 Accessories

The “accessories” menu allows you to set 
up and connect devices compatible with 
Vasco Translator such as Vasco scanner,  
a hardware keyboard or headset. 

To connect to the selected device, turn  
Bluetooth on by tapping  ,  then tap the 

 icon next to the device's name.

You will find more detailed information in 
the user manuals of individual accessories.  
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1.6.8 Settings

Translator settings 

Continuous translation

This option allows you to see the process of translating while 
speaking. Please note that it requires more data to translate con-
tinuously. If you do not want to lose credit, please tick "only via 
WiFi' or "never"

•  Always
•  Only via WiFi 
•  Never

Text-To-Speech settings

Auto Text-To-Speech

•  Enabled
•  Disabled

Speech rate - This option allows you to increase or decrease the 
speed of pronunciation. Swipe left to decrease or right to increase 
the speed. 

Font size - swipe left or right to  increase or decrease the font size. 

About - information about the software. You can see the version of 
the device and read the terms and conditions.

 2. GPS Navigation 
Vasco Traveler has been equipped with one of the best and most 
accurate navigation systems. The navigation works without access 
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to the Internet. The product key can be found on the inside of the 
protective case (supplied with the device), or in the box. Use it only 
when you see the message ENTER THE NAVIGATION CODE.

For the navigation to work properly, make sure that the GPS device 
is active and the WiFi is turned off. 

The language of the application is the same as the device system 
language. 

English language has been set as default navigation voice. To 
change the voice of your navigation, tap the button in the upper 
left corner of the screen, then go to SETTINGS > VOICE OPTIONS and 
set the desired language.

To download more voices, tap "ADD VOICE". 

2.1 Main screen
Search / Navigate to - to set a destination point, tap  in the 
right top corner of the screen and tap DESTINATION, enter the 
address using the touch-screen keyboard and tap  .

The search results are presented below the search box.

Tap  and select an address line from the list to set a destination 
point. 

 

 

Select from the map - to select a destination point, tap and hold  
anywhere on the map.
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The route 

Icon  means your destination point.

Tap  to center the map to your current position.  

Tap  to continue determining the route. 

At the top of the screen you will see the information about the dis-
tance and estimated travel time. The application will show you at 
most 3 tabs with alternative routes. 

Tap  to see the details. 

You can switch between the tabs to select the route. 

The selected route is blue on the tab panel and yellow on the map. 

Tap  to navigate.

Navigate

In navigation mode, at the top of the screen you will find the details  
of  the route, e.g "turn by turn navigation".  

Icon  means that the voice communication is active. Tap the icon 
to mute. 

Tap  to turn voice communication on. 

Icon  shows the speed limit on the road you are driving.  

In the navigation view, the route is marked yellow. 

Icon  shows your current position. 

At the bottom of the screen you will see the current speed, estimated 
travel and arrival time and the distance to your final destination. 

To cancel the route, tap  and confirm.
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2.2 Menu

Tapping 

mów odtwarzaj wyczyść

mów odtwarzaj wyczyść

DATA  opens the menu. The Menu can also be accessed by 
swiping the screen right.

2.2.1 Map

Tap to see the map. 

2.2.2 Settings

Tap to enter the application settings. 

General

Units – Tap to change units.

• Metric

• Imperial

• U.S.

Clear history – tap and confirm to delete saved routes and 
search history.

Show tips  – tap to turn on/off information about missing maps.  

Navigation 

Voice options – select the navigation voice or add new voices.

Offline maps  – add/delete offline maps.

 It is recommended to download the maps of the countries  
 you're going to need in your next travel as this makes the  
 navigation work smoothly.

Speed alert – enable/disable speed alerts or configure warn-
ings if speed is exceeded by.
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2.2.3 Route options

Tap to select route type or set up parameters. 

Route type – Select the route type.

• Shortest

• Balanced

• Fastest

Options – enable/disable route options.

• Highways

• Toll roads

• Dirty roads

• Tunnels

• Ferries 

• Car shuttle trains

2.2.4 Favorite places

Tap  to add /delete favorite places. 

2.2.5 License

Tap to view the license. 

 3. Telephone
Vasco Traveler can be used as a phone. It has an in-built SIM card 
that allows you to receive incoming calls free of charge all around 
the world.
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3.1 Incoming calls

In order to receive a call, tap and hold the telephone icon and swipe 
it to the right. To reject an incoming call, press and move the phone 
icon to the left.

You can now receive free incoming calls in over 160 countries. Visit 
www.vasco-electronics.com to get the detailed pricing.

WARNING! Incoming calls are free provided that they are directed 
to a number consistent with a European factory SIM card, which is 
supplied with the unit starting with the digits +372.

3.2 Outgoing calls

To make a call, enter the number on the keypad and press 

If you’re using the built-in SIM card remember to dial the number 
with the country dialling code (e.g. + 44 9875…). Your call will be 
immediately ended and you’ll quickly receive an incoming call. 
Answer it and wait to make a call.

WARNING! The costs of outgoing calls may vary depending on the 
country you’re calling from. To learn more visit www.vasco-elec-
tronics.com.

 4. Contacts

This application allows you to add someone's name and phone and 
to view the contact list. 
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 5. Guidebook
The “Guidebook” application has a very large database containing 
information about countries, cities, and other places around the 
world. The application does not require any Internet connection. 

After turning the “Guidebook” on you will see the main screen of the 
application. There are shortcuts to popular articles and general infor-
mation on the available guidebooks.

Searching for places

To look up the database, start typing the name of the place in the 
box with a magnifying glass. The database contains information on 
continents, countries, regions, cities, villages and other places. 

If you start typing you will see the proposed places. To see the arti-
cle, tap the chosen name. If you don’t see any proposal use another 
name of the place, type the name of the region, county or province.

WARNING! During reading an article there might be some links to 
external websites. Please note that browsing the Internet using the 
GSM network may result in depleting the account balance.

 6. App in the Air
Flight Assistant Application - App in the Air - used to search for infor-
mation about your flight. 
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Enter the flight number to receive updated information on hours of 
departure, arrival, delays, gate numbers, travel time, remaining time 
to check in, etc.

Search results are displayed in regard to time zones. 

Log in to your Google account to get access to more detailed infor-
mation and additional features.

 7. Emergency numbers
Vasco is equipped with a large database of emergency numbers in 
countries all over the world.

To find an emergency number tap the menu and choose the coun-
try you’re in. 

You will see the list of emergency numbers in this country. Tap the 
number to make the call.

DISCLAIMER! The database may not be up-to-date. Please consult 
the numbers before your travel.

 8. Embassies
Vasco is equipped with a large database of embassies all over the world.

To find your embassy tap the menu and choose your nationality.

Then, choose the country you are in.
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You will see the details of your embassy in the chosen country. Tap the 
number to make a call, tap the e-mail to write a message, tap the Inter-
net site to go to the embassy’s website, tap the address to get the direc-
tions in the navigation (depending on the navigation version). 

DISCLAIMER! The database may not be up-to-date. Please consult 
the data before your travel.

 9. Unit converter

Use the Unit Converter to convert currencies, length, mass, pressure, 
speed, temperature and volume.

Tap the blue top bar to choose units to convert. 

Enter the number in the left white box and you will see the converted 
number in the right box. 

WARNING! The application downloads current exchange rates auto-
matically. You can enter the rate manually. In order to do so, tick the 
box “manual rate entry”. The names of the units will disappear. The 
converter will multiply the number from the left box by the manually 
entered rate. The result will be seen in the right box.

 10. SOS 
SOS is a function that allows you to send an SOS message to the pre-
defined phone number with a predefined text.
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When starting the application for the first time you need to enter 
the phone number to which the message should be sent. You can 
also tick “add location” in order to add your current GPS coordinates.

To send the SOS just tap the red button “Send SOS”.

You can edit the predefined number any time by tapping „Edit the 
phone number and message”.

 11. Weather

The “Weather” application has been created by travellers for travel-
lers. It shows up-to-date weather forecasts.

The device automatically finds your location and the weather fore-
cast for the place you are currently in, provided your GPS location 
is set to "High accuracy". You can change the GPS accuracy in the 
device settings. 

To add new location manually, tap  and type name of the city, 
then confirm by tapping  on the touch screen keyboard. 

To check the forecast for any other place, tap  , tap   and 
type the name of another city and tap  again. 

You will see your recently chosen places.

Functions

•  tap to add or change current location
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•  tap to change from Celsius to Fahrenheit

•  tap to refresh

 12. Messages
Use this application to send and receive short text messages.

 13. Camera
Tap “Camera” to see a sub-menu.

13.1 Camera

The device is equipped with front and rear cameras*. All the pictures 
are saved in the Gallery.

Tap  to take a photo

To zoom in or out tap the screen with two fingers and swipe them 
in or out.
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Tap  to switch the cameras 

Tap  to make a video

Tap  to go to the settings

13.2 Gallery

All the pictures taken with the camera are saved in the Gallery. Tap 
the gallery to browse all the photos.

 14. Chrome

This application is an Internet browser. It allows you to surf the 
Internet.

WARNING! Some Internet sites may download big amount of data. 
We advise you to use WiFi in order to browse the Internet.

Type what are you looking for or the site’s address in the search box 
and tap "Go" on the touchscreen keyboard.

Tap  to enter the settings. 

 To add a site to bookmarks ,go to the settings and tap  .

Tap  at the bottom of the screen to show bookmarks.

Icon  shows the number of open tabs and allows you to display 
the tabs in the split view. 

To open a new tab, press  and  or go to the settings and 
select "new tab". 
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To close a tab, go to the split view by tapping  and press   or 
swipe the tab left or right. 

To close all tabs, go to the settings and select "close all tabs".

To show history, press  at the bottom and select "show full his-
tory" or go to the settings and select "History". 

 15. Calculator

Depending on the device, the calculator has one or two panels. In case 
of two panels, the basic one allows you to make basic mathematic cal-
culations. To see the advanced panel tap the “menu” icon.

 16. Clock

The Clock shows the current time and date. You can set an alarm, see 
the world time and use a timer. 
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 17. Pill Reminder

This application serves to organise the time of taking medicine and 
to set reminders. You can easily manage your medicine using “Pill 
Reminder”. 

Tap  to see the following options:

• Name – enter the name of the medicine.

• Description – describe the medicine you want to be reminded of.

• Reminder date – set the date on which the reminder should start

• Reminder frequency – tell the app how often you should take 
the medicine

• Reminder hours – set the hours of the reminders

• Colour – set the colour of the medicine

• Sound – set the sound of the reminder 

• Save – save the reminder

Tap the name of the reminder to edit or delete it. 

You will see the screen of adding a new reminder. Tap any field to 
edit it.

Tap  and you will see red icons next to each medicine.

Tap  to delete the chosen reminder.

Tap “Back” to get back to the main menu.
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 18. ToDo

ToDo serves to organise your tasks.

Categories

• Tap  to add a new category.

• Tap a folder to enter the chosen category.

• Tap  and choose the category you want to delete.

Tasks

• Tap  to add a new task.

• Tap its name to edit the task.

• Tap its name and “Delete” to delete the task.

 19. Calendar
Use this application to look up the calendar. You can create events 
and reminders.
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 20. Facebook
Facebook is a popular social networking site. 

 21. YouTube 

YouTube is a popular service for watching videos. You don’t need to 
have any account to use YouTube. Please bear in mind that YouTube 
requires an Internet connection and video files may download large 
amounts of data. It is advisable to use WiFi.

 22. E-mail
This application allows you to configure your own, existing e-mail 
address. In order to do, you need to enter your e-mail address and 
password. You will also need to configure SMTP and POP 3 servers. 
If you don’t know them, ask your e-mail provider.
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 23. Gmail
Gmail is a free e-mail service that belongs to Google. In order to use 
Gmail you need to have a Google account.

 24. Account balance

To check the account balance, just tap “Refresh” 

You can also check your balance by making a call. Just dial the number 

and you will see the information about your account balance.

 25. Play Store 
Play Store is an on-line store with applications, games, music, 
books, newspapers, films and TV programmes for Android OS. The 
Store belongs to Google and you can find paid and free of charge 
applications.
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First start
In order to make any purchase in Play Store you need to have a 
Google account. If you have one, just tap “existing” and log in. If you 
don’t have a Google account, create a new one. 

Store
Tap the magnifying glass icon at the top of the screen to look for 
applications in the Store. Please note that Play Store needs an Inter-
net connection. It is advisable to use it while connected to a WiFi 
network. 

Tap  to see additional settings.

WARNING! Vasco Electronics does not take any responsibility for 
improper work of applications of third parties.

 26. Voice recorder

This application allows you to record your voice and then play back 
your recordings.

 27. Video Player 
This application allows you to watch  videos and listen to music. It 
supports most of popular formats.  
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